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Outcomes

• Make a personal connection to Ethnic Studies

• Build a shared understanding of Ethnic Studies

• Provide context and updates related to Ethnic Studies in 

OUSD

• Introduce the Board Policy on Ethnic Studies
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Connecting to Ethnic Studies

Pair-Share: What is a moment in history that you strongly 
connect with?

Whole group: Let’s hear from a few people briefly.  Without 
giving an explanation, what was the moment in history that you 
chose? 
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Connecting to Ethnic Studies
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Student Voices

At MetWest, we learn about other cultures. We learned 

about what African Americans went through. Even though 

they [Latino and African American] are two different stories, 

we were both colonized. We have both been oppressed. 

Learning about their [African American] traditions and what’s 

been going on, how they overcame, all the movements that 

they created, inspired us. Learning about other cultures 

helps you understand the other person.



Student Voices

I used to hate black people because I thought all black 

people do the same sh--. I watched the TV and news, and I 

didn't want to hang out with black people because people 

would see me as a drug dealer. MetWest encouraged me 

to look at the history of my people... Now, I'm embracing 

that I'm black. There are responsibilities and benefits.



How did Ethnic Studies begin?



What’s the state of Ethnic Studies today?

University Ethnic Studies

K-12 Ethnic Studies
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How about in Oakland?

•1990’s: Afrocentric curriculum

•2000’s: Multicultural Studies 

•2010’s: Ethnic Studies
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How about in Oakland?

Castlemont Ethnic Studies Students at City Hall
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Castlemont Ethnic Studies Students
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Ethnic Studies Leadership Team
2015-16

Where are we going?

● Team: K-12 OUSD teachers

● Deliverable - revise an Ethnic Studies framework that supports teachers 
to develop Ethnic Studies curriculum

● Goal - create a community of practice of Ethnic Studies educators who 
will lead their colleagues in this work
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Framework for Board EQUITY Policy
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What’s our long-term vision?
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System Leadership
Teaching & 

Learning

● Recruit more 

teachers of 

color 

● Build out online 

resources for 

teachers 

● Allocate 

resources to 

enable this work

● Ethnic Studies informs 

site leaders in 

restructuring schools

● Support growth of 

Ethnic Studies in K-12 

classrooms

● Empower teachers 

to lead professional 

learning 

● Measure 

effectiveness of 

classes taught 

based on the Ethnic 

Studies framework



By the time students graduate from OUSD, they will..

Community Voices
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have deeply explored their own identities and histories as well as the 
histories of others. They will be able to critically analyze systems of 

oppression that operate and feel empowered to take meaningful action. They 
will have a community to continuously engage in ongoing healing and 

transformation.



EVERY STUDENT THRIVES!

1000 Broadway, Suite 680, Oakland, CA 94607

Contact us [insert your department or office] for additional information
Phone: 510.555.5555  |  Email: info@ousd.org



Presentation Feedback Kindly Requested
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Please give feedback here:

https://goo.gl/5Zdb3P


